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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to study the decay properties of the discrete wavelet
transform with n independent dilation parameters for functions f in L2(Rn) and a
relationship with its continuity.
The method we used to study the discrete wavelet transform of f with respect to a
radially symmetric admissible function was through the fact of considering two
parameters in Zn.
We conclude that the continuity of f at x = 0 is determined by the existence of the
limit of the discrete wavelet transform when each one of the independent dilation
parameters tends to zero.
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1 Introduction
It is already known that the discrete wavelet transform has been applied to detect local
singularities of signals. In [] the discrete wavelet transform has been used to study the
local continuity of functions f in L(R). In [] the Lipschitz exponent, together with the
discrete wavelet transform, has been applied in the estimation of function diﬀerentiability,
and the type of wavelet helps to detect local discontinuities.
In the n-dimensional case, the study of singularities of functions f in L(Rn) has been
also studied by means of the discrete wavelet transform [].
In fact, in [] the discrete wavelet transform for a given function f in L(Rn) with respect















where a >  and b >  are ﬁxed, l ∈ Z, k ∈ Zn, and Talbkh and Jalh are the translation and
dilation operators, respectively. Note that in [] only one parameter k ∈ Zn is used, and
the same dilation parameter al is used in all the dimensions.
In this paper, we use again the discrete wavelet transform in n dimensions to study the
continuity of functions f in L(Rn), but the main diﬀerence with the result given in [] is
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that now we use two parameters j, k in Zn instead of only one parameter in Zn. We should
say that even though the discrete wavelet transform depends of j, k, where (j,k) ∈ Zn ×Zn,
our approach to prove the continuity of f ∈ L(Rn) is by considering the spaceMn(R)×Rn.
That is,
() for j = (j, j, . . . , jn) in Zn and for a > , we deﬁne the matrixM(aj) as the diagonal
matrix whose entries are aji , i = , , . . . ,n, and
() for b = (b,b, . . . ,bn) in Rn with bi > , i = , , . . . ,n, we deﬁne the matrixM(b) as
the diagonal matrix whose entries are bi, i = , , . . . ,n.
Then in this case, the discrete wavelet transform for f ∈ L(Rn) with respect to a radially













= 〈f ,TM–(aj)M(b)kJM–(aj)h〉, (.)
where j,k ∈ Zn, and TM–(aj)M(b)k and JM–(aj) are the translation and dilation operators,
respectively.
Thus, by using (.) we establish a relationship of local continuity of functions f ∈ L(Rn)








where A is a positive constant, and the convergence is in the weak sense [].
Also, matrix operators have been applied to deﬁne extensions of wavelet transforms.
For instance, in [] tight frames of curvelets are presented to address the problem of ﬁnd-
ing optimally sparse representation of objects with discontinuities along C edges. In []
a parabolic directional dilation matrix in R is used to derive a discrete tight frame by
sampling the continuous curvelet transform (CCT) [] at dyadic intervals in scale aj = –j,
at equispaced intervals in direction, θj,l = π–
j
 l, and equispaced sampling on a rotated
anisotropic grid in space. In [] the shearlet transform is presented by using an anisotropic
dilation matrix and a shear matrix, which allow one to construct Parseval frames whose
elements range not only at various scales and locations, but also at various orientations to
deal with two-dimensional signals containing discontinuities such as edges.
Integral transforms have several applications once they can be deﬁned in the space of
continuous functions, and several types of convergence can be studied. For instance, in
[] the fractional Sumudu transform of arbitrary order is investigated on some space of
integrable Boehmians. The fractional Sumudu transform of an integrable Boehmian is
well deﬁned, linear, and sequentially complete in the space of continuous functions, and
its convergence is studied. In [] some generalization of the S-transform is presented in
a space of rapidly decreasing Boehmians, and its continuity with respect to the δ and -
convergence is discussed. In [] some generalization of a class ofHankel-Cliﬀord transfor-
mations having FoxH-function as part of its kernel on a class of Boehmians is investigated,
as well as its continuity with respect to the δ and -convergence.
In fact, our main result is the following:
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Theorem  Let f be in L(Rn) and consider h ∈ C∞ (Rn) with h admissible and radially
















exists for any x in an open neighborhood of , then f is continuous at x = .
2 Notation and deﬁnitions
In this section we deﬁne two operators in n dimensions, namely, the dilation operator and
the translation operator. In this case, both operators are deﬁned as diagonal matrices with
n independent entries.







aj ,aj , . . . ,ajn
)
. (.)














Deﬁnition  For b = (b,b, . . . ,bn) in Rn+, deﬁne the n× nmatrixM(b) as:
M(b) = diag(b,b, . . . ,bn). (.)
Under this approach, an independent dilation parameter aji is used in each dimension
as a generalization of the case where a single dilation parameter is used in all the dimen-
sions [].
Now, for ﬁxed a >  and b = (b,b, . . . ,bn) in Rn+, deﬁne for j = (j, j, . . . , jn) in Zn and
k = (k,k, . . . ,kn) also in Zn, the dilation and translation operators.
Deﬁnition  Given h in L(Rn), deﬁne














where x ∈Rn, a > , and j ∈ Zn;










where x ∈Rn, b ∈Rn+, and k ∈ Zn.
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Note that the operators JM(aj), and TM–(aj)M(b)k satisfy, for h in L(Rn),
() ‖TM–(aj)M(b)kh‖ = ‖h‖, and ‖JM(aj)h‖ = ‖h‖;
() T∗M–(aj)M(b)k = T
–
M–(aj)M(b)k = T–M–(aj)M(b)k ; and




Hence, for f and g in L(Rn),
〈f ,TM–(aj)M(b)kJM–(aj)g〉 = 〈JM(aj)T–M–(aj)M(b)kf , g〉. (.)
3 The discrete wavelet transform
In this section we deﬁne the discrete wavelet transform for functions f ∈ L(Rn) with re-
spect to a radially admissible function in n dimensions using an independent dilation pa-
rameter for each dimension. Moreover, we will prove that the continuity of f at x =  will
determine the decay of its discrete wavelet transform.
Deﬁnition  Suppose that h in L(Rn) is radially symmetric and satisﬁes the admissibility
condition
∫ ∞
 |η(k)| |k| dk < ∞, where ĥ(y) = η(|y|). Then the discrete wavelet transform













= 〈f ,TM–(aj)M(b)kJM–(aj)h〉, (.)
where a >  and b ∈Rn+ are ﬁxed, and j and k are in Zn.
Note that in this case, M–(aj) ∈ Mn(R), where Mn(R) denotes the space of all n × n

















































Also, note that by (.) the discrete wavelet transform can be written as a convolution.
That is, we have the following result.
























where ∼ means h∼(x) = h(–x).
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Then we have the following result.

































ThenLhf is continuous at any point (M–(aj),M–(aj)M(b)k) inMn(R)×Rn. Furthermore,












) →  as (M–(aj),M–(aj)M(b)k) → (, ).
Proof First, we show that Lhf is continuous at any point (M–(aj),M–(aj)M(b)k) in
Mn(R) × Rn. Since f ∈ L(Rn) and h ∈ C∞ (Rn), it follows that (JM–(aj)h)∼ ∗ f ∈ C∞(Rn),



























is continuous at any point (M–(aj),M–(aj)M(b)k) inMn(R)×Rn.
Next, we will show that the continuity of f ∈ L(Rn) implies the existence of the limit of
Lhf as (M–(aj),M–(aj)M(b)k)→ (, ).
Note that by considering the Frobenius norm in Mn(R) given by ‖Q‖ = 〈Q,Q〉  , from
(.) we have thatM–(aj)→  is equivalent to j→ +∞.
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→ f () ·  = .
This completes the proof of Lemma . 
4 Proof of main theorem
In this section we will prove the converse of Lemma , which is our main result given
in Theorem . That is, the convergence of the discrete wavelet transform determines the
continuity of f at zero. So, in order to analyze this result, we ﬁrst give the deﬁnition of a
tight frame [].
Deﬁnition  A family of functions (hα)α∈ in a Hilbert space H is called a frame if there







∣ ≤ B‖f ‖. (.)












〈f ,hα〉hα , (.)
where the convergence is in the weak sense.
On the other hand, if there is b >  such that for any b = (b,b, . . . ,bn) in Rn with bi ∈
(,b), the family TM–(aj)M(b)kJM–(aj)h is a frame in L(Rn), and if conditions (), (), and






∣∣ ≤ B‖f ‖.
Hence, if A = B, then by (.), if h ∈ L(Rn) is admissible, then we get the inversion
formula given in (.).










) ≡ F(z) (.)
exists for any z in an open neighborhood containing the closed ball BR(), with R > .
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h(–y +M(b)k)(Lhf )(M–(aj),x +M–(aj)(y –M(b)k)) if j∞,
h(–y +M(b)k)F(x) if j → ∞.
(.)
Note that for such x in BR(), the function I is well deﬁned for all M(aj) in Mn(R) and
y –M(b)k in Rn. Then we have the following three claims (see Appendix for the proofs).
Claim . The function I is continuous on Mn(R)× BR()×Rn.






converges uniformly on BR().







Then the function w is continuous at x = .
Coming back to the proof of Theorem , for any p = (p,p, . . . ,pn) ∈ Zn with pi ≥  and




































Then by Claim ., for any x ∈Rn,
lim
p→∞Up(x) = w(x).
That is, Up → w pointwise as p→ ∞.
On the other hand, by (.) we have Up → Af weakly on L(Mn(R) × Rn). Hence, f =
A–w almost everywhere. Thus, by Claim . the function f is continuous at x = .
This completes the proof of Theorem . 
5 Examples
Example of Lemma . Consider h ∈ C∞ (Rn) a radially symmetric admissible function such
that h =  and ĥ() = . Since h ∈ C∞ (Rn), there is L >  such that supph⊂ BL().
Now, take a = , M(b) = I ∈ Mn(R), X = (x, . . . ,xn) ∈ Rn, j = (j, . . . , jn) ∈ Zn, and k =
(k, . . . ,kn) ∈ Zn.
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i= xi + c with c = . Note that f is continuous









































































































































which is consistent with the result given in Lemma .
Example of main theorem. Suppose that h ∈ C∞ (R) is a radially symmetric admissible
function with ĥ() =  and h = .
Take a =  and M(b) = I ∈ Mn(R) and consider f (x,x) = |x| , which is not continuous
at (, ).
































































|x + k|h(x,x)dx dx.
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does not exist for j = (j, j).
This is consistent with the result given in Theorem .
Appendix



















Now, since f ∈ L(Rn) and h ∈ C∞ (Rn), it follows that (JM–(aj)h)∼ ∗ f is of class C∞ [].
Then, by (.), the function I is continuous onMn(R)× BR()×Rn.













































This completes the proof of Claim .. 
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|I(M–(aj),x, y –M(b)k)| if ji ∈ [–pi,pi],
|h(–y +M(b)k)|√detM(aj)‖f ‖‖h‖ if ji /∈ [–pi,pi].
Then, for all (M–(aj), y –M(b)k) ∈Mn(R)×Rn,
∣





















































Note that for the case that j∞, it follows that ji  +∞ for i = , , . . . ,n. Thus, we will
consider only summations over ji from –∞ to pi.
Now, with respect to the sum over k ∈ Zn, since supph is compact, there is L >  such
that supph ⊂ BL(). So, there is a positive integer N > L such that h(–y +M(b)k) =  for
k = (k,k, . . . ,kn) ∈ Zn with ki >N for i = , , . . . ,n. Hence, we can consider the series over
ki ∈ Z only from –N to N .





































































+ (sequence of series that contain two series from ji = –pi to pi)H
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+ (sequence of series that contain three series from ji = –pi to pi)H
...






























Now, let S = Sup |h(–y +M(b)k)| where –L≤ –y +M(b)k ≤ L, and since a > , it follows






































ajaj · · ·ajn .
Using the same argument, we can prove that the remaining sequences of series that
contain at least one index ji from ji = –∞ to –pi –  also converge.
On the other hand, note that, by Claim ., the function I is continuous. Thus, the













































I(M–(aj),x, y –M(b)k) converges absolutely and uniformly on BR().
This proves Claim .. 
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Proof of Claim . By Claim . the function I is continuous onMn(R)×BL()×Rn, and











I(M(aj), , y –M(b)k)






















I(M–(aj), , y –M(b)k) = w().
This proves Claim .. 
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